
The 
Holiday Returns
Handbook

Save Your Holiday Profits &
Keep Customers Coming Back



Introduction

After months of prepping and keeping up with the 
demands of the busy holiday season, you’re probably 
ready for some much-deserved rest and relaxation. But 
before you can tally your profits, you must deal with the 
inevitable downside of increased sales — increased 
returns. 

Unfortunately, it only takes one return to quickly eat up 
the profits from multiple sales. Figuring out how to turn 
the profit obstacles associated with returns into profit 
vehicles is necessary for a successful ecommerce 
business. 

Companies like Zappos.com have mastered the art of 
“returns that sell”. With a reported rate of returns as high 
as 50%, the ecommerce giant has found their most loyal 
and profitable customers not only make returns, but also 
tend to purchase the biggest ticket items. The theory is by 
providing customers with an easy returns process, the 
returns will not negatively impact your profits, but rather 
INCREASE customer loyalty and customer lifetime value.

So, how can you continue to build your holiday profits with 
returns?
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An estimated six million return 
packages were shipped back to 
retailers the first week of January 
2018 via UPS



Step 1:

Start with Your Returns Policy

The easiest path to worry-free, profitable returns is to 
create a policy that clearly outlines what a customer can 
expect in the event of a return.  By setting expectations 
and delivering on them, you are using each return as an 
opportunity to create a loyal, lifelong customer.  If you lack 
a comprehensive return policy, you risk alienating your 
customers, hurting your sales and damaging your online 
reputation.

A successful returns policy offers generous compensation 
to build customer trust.  It might sound counterproductive, 
but offering a complete money-back guarantee has been 
proven to increase sales and profits. Conversely, a 
stringent returns policy will most likely result in decreased 
sales.

Your returns policy should be easily found on your 
website and offer clear instructions. Give your customers 
an approximate timeline of the returns process and outline 
any requirements regarding documentation or packaging 
of the returned items. Don’t forget to include information 
regarding manufacturer warranties and returns.
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55.2% of consumers believe the 
difficulty and cost of returning 
an item is a problem of online 
shopping



Step 2

Develop Clear Instructions for 
Returns Handling

In addition to increasing sales and customer satisfaction, a 
well-thought out returns policy empowers your staff and 
reduces customer service issues that require manage-
ment involvement. When it comes to returns, the old 
adage “time is money” aptly applies.

Establish best practices for returns and clearly comm-
unicate handling instructions to your staff. Here are a few 
examples of returns handling instructions:

• If the product has not been opened, it may be 
returned to inventory. If opened, do not return the 
product to inventory.

• If the product looks used/worn or damaged, do not 
return the product to inventory.

• Set aside damaged inventory for return to 
manufacturer in once-monthly shipments.

• Set aside all opened, undamaged returns for 
donation to charities.

• Discard all used and damaged inventory.
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20% of returns are due to items 
received as damaged



Step 3

Automate Your Returns

One of the easiest ways to implement a lenient returns 
policy that works well for you and your customers is with 
an automated returns system. Many providers offer 
returns management software that can be easily 
incorporated into your website, creating a comprehensive 
product returns and management system.

An automated returns system allows your customers to 
initiate the returns process online. You maintain control of 
your returns acceptance by designating the rules for the 
products in your store. Your customers will be able to file a 
claim and print a return shipping label, without needing to 
interact with your staff.   

Putting an automated returns system in place expedites 
your returns process, while increasing ease and 
convenience for your customers. An exceptional customer 
experience during the returns process is crucial for 
maintaining customer loyalty. 
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95% of online shoppers would 
buy from a retailer again after a 
satisfactory return experience



Step 4

Turn Returns into Purchases

Every online store should be prepared for a small 
percentage of orders to be returned for different reasons, 
such as a poor fit. Regardless of the reason, a return 
presents an opportunity to generate additional sales with 
that customer. The additional revenue provided by 
upselling and cross-selling will allow you to cover costs 
of the return and save your holiday profits.

If a customer is unsatisfied with the purchase or gift or no 
longer has that need — upselling can help offset the cost 
of the return. Offer an upgraded version of the original 
purchase with features unique to the upgrade. 

Alternatively, a customer may be satisfied with their 
purchase, but ordered an incorrect size or received the 
wrong color. Take advantage of this opportunity to cross-
sell while exchanging the original item with additional 
complementary products that reinforce the purchase.
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Tips for upselling & cross-selling:

1. Featured item is relevant

2. Featured item is low-cost add-on

3. Featured item adds value to previous purchase



Step 5

Take Action to Reduce Your 
Future Return Rates

Return rates can vary greatly between the industries 
that operate in the B2C ecommerce arena, however it’s 
important to know where your return rates stack up in 
regards to your industry. An unusually high rate of returns 
is often a symptom of other problems within your business. 
Here are some of the most common culprits and how to fix 
them:

Product Listings

How your customers perceive your products through 
written descriptions and images can have a direct impact 
on the number of returns and overall customer 
satisfaction. For example, 70% of all apparel returns are fit 
related.

If your business experiences a high number of apparel 
returns, review product details to provide clear sizing and 
expectations for fitting. 

Customer Support

Return rates can rise when call center agents fail to 
adequately respond to customer inquiries or complaints. 
Empower your customer support staff with a daily 
allotment of discounts, gift cards or other offers to satisfy 
customers when they call in with an issue. This can quickly 
reduce returns and increase profits.

Order Fulfillment

The easiest way to avoid the unnecessary stress of 
an upset customer is to ensure orders are fulfilled and 
shipped quickly and accurately. A study found 23% of 
returns are due to picking errors on the part of warehouse 
personnel, which leads to shipping the incorrect product, 
size or quantity. A focus on increasing order accuracy is 
the best way to control for unnecessary returns.
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Over 55% of customers will never 
revisit an online store for repeat 
business, if the order they receive 
is incorrect.
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Closing Thoughts

Returns Can Make or Break
 Your Holiday Profits

Returns are one of the biggest profit drains, plaguing 
nearly every online store. However, a hassle-free returns 
policy and well-executed strategy creates an opportunity 
for increased revenue and loyal customers, past the 
holiday season.

It’s Time to Get Smart About Fulfillment and Returns 

Partnering with RSL for online order fulfillment ensures 
ecommerce orders and returns are handled quickly and 
with 100% accuracy. With RSL’s dedicated client support 
team, returns are easy and hassle-free. Contact an RSL 
fulfillment advisor today to find out how to get smart about 
fulfillment and optimize your return processes for a 
successful new year.



About
Rakuten Super Logsitics

Rakuten Super Logistics (RSL) is a global leader in 
ecommerce order fulfillment, serving hundreds of fast-
growing ecommerce retailers looking to increase speed of 
delivery, improve order accuracy, decrease shipping costs 
and increase customer satisfaction. Outsourcing your 
fulfillment to RSL eliminates the headaches of ecommerce 
order fulfillment and lets you get back to what’s important: 
running your business.

RSL’s SmartFill, a cloud-based fulfillment platform for 
order and inventory management, features integration with 
popular shopping cart platforms and is optimized 
for mobile commerce. In addition, SmartFill provides 
automatic order importing from popular online 
marketplaces, including eBay, Amazon, and many more.

RSL operates a 2-Day Delivery Network of wholly owned 
and operated fulfillment centers, including locations in 
New York, Atlanta, Scranton, Las Vegas, Austin and Reno. 
RSL’s national fulfillment network gives you access to 1-2 
day delivery to 98% of the U.S. via ground shipping. Source:

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/narvar-study-shows-ecommerce-returns-experience-now-
critical-to-shopping-journey-driven-by-millennials-and-affluent-shoppers-300469259.html
http://www.ups.com/media/en/returns_forrester.pdf
https://www.drapersonline.com/Journals/2015/07/09/a/s/o/2012-March-23-Drapers-Etail-Report.pdf
https://www.pressroom.ups.com/pressroom/ContentDetailsViewer.
page?ConceptType=Infographics&id=1482514408978-506

Request a Free Quote

866-955-7793 || www.rakutensl.com

https://rakutensl.com/get-started/



